The cost of growing Marijuana. Uganda case study By Rogers Kasirye and Pelle Olsson Photos)

African Government a yet to come to reality the devastations and cost marijuana growing is posing to the environment. Natural habitat is being destroyed in order to plan marijuana and this practice is widespread in East Africa and many gardens though are being destroyed by law enforcement the practice calls for a concern. This plant does well in new forest areas which have been cleared. As these pictures will show you.

The plant is not only posing a threat to lives of young people but in the near future natural forest will be wiped out. The harm being caused by marijuana is great as many soil cover is destroyed as land is let to waste.
In Uganda Wakiso districts many forests which provide a natural habitat for more flora and fauna are being destroyed in disguise of planting Maize, yet people want to grow marijuana.

We found miles and miles of forest had been ferried down and many Gardens of marijuana had replaced.
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